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discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
01382 432 444
Follow DCA on Twitter and Instagram:
@DCADundee
#discoveryfilmfest
Follow Discovery on Facebook:
facebook.com/DiscoveryDCA
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TUE 30 OCTOBER
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DISCOVERY EXHIBITIONS 2018
Mike Kelley: Mobile Homestead
Santiago Sierra: Black Flag
Sat 8 September
— Sun 25 November
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk

Skyscrapers, science
and Samuel L. Jackson
at Discovery 2018!
As Scotland celebrates 2018 as the Year of Young People, we're delighted to
introduce our 15th festival of films and events programmed for (and by) young people.
Once again we’re bringing you a fun-filled 16 days of stories from around the
world – from 14 different countries and in 10 different languages – all specially
selected for their ability to speak to young audiences of all ages.
This year’s cinematic treats, including dramas, short films, documentaries and
animation, come from Australia, Chile, China, Colombia, the Czech Republic, Denmark,
France, Germany, India, Kenya, the Netherlands, Spain, the UK and the USA.
We follow a cat and an elephant as they travel the oceans in a giant pear, cheer
on the underdogs in activities as varied as a football final and a virtuoso performance
at the Paris Philharmonic, and try to decide how best to spend hard-earned rupees
at a travelling fairground. Tension mounts as children evade Nazis in war-torn
France, skyscrapers in downtown Santiago are scaled from the outside and
we await the nerve-shredding outcome of the world’s most prestigious
competition for science nerds.
Some old friends return – Sebastian and his best friend Belle take us back to
the French Alps for more stirring adventures in the snow, and those lovable rascals
Kiwi & Strit (who last year taught us how to play football) this year share their wash day
blues… Plus we have the first appearance of Samuel L. Jackson in a Discovery
film – playing a giant Tyrannosaurus Rex who may only have tiny arms but most
definitely has a funkadelic approach to life.
Once again we have exciting exhibitions in DCA galleries alongside the film
programme, this year featuring the work of artists Mike Kelley and Santiago Sierra.
And with so much to do, it’s well worth making the most of your visit to DCA. With a
variety of workshops and creative activities on offer, there are a wealth of experiences
and opportunities for critical thinking to be had, all featuring CfE-related content.
All our screenings are available with assisted transport to and from your school,
plus a complete range of easily downloadable CfE study resources to enhance the
experience back in your classroom.
In 2017 well over 5000 people from 53 different schools across the region attended
one of our 46 schools screenings. Whether you are returning, or joining us for the very
first time, we very much look forward to welcoming you and your class in 2018.
Mike Tait, Festival Producer and Cinema Youth Development Officer

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Discovery Film Festival and
Curriculum for Excellence
Every film in the festival programme offers you and your class an exciting range
of opportunities for engaged and inspired learning, with a range of films across
Curriculum subjects and levels from Early Years to Senior Phase.
Each film is listed with some key themes to help you understand what it offers.
In addition to these, the overall Literacy and Health & Wellbeing E&Os,
which almost all the films in the programme can contribute towards, are:

Literacy

Health and Wellbeing

LIT 0-1b/c, LIT0-11b, LIT 1,2,3,4, 0-01a;
LIT 0,1,2,3,4-04a, LIT 0,1,2,3,4-07,
LIT 0, 1,2,3,4-09a, LIT 0,1,2,3,4 -10a;
LIT 0,1,2,3,4,11a

HWB 01,2,4-12a;
HWB 0,1,2,3,4-09a;
HWB 0,1,2,3,4-10a;
HWB 0,1,2,3,4-44a/b

We’re sure you’ll also have your own ideas of
how the films can be used with your class or
of course, you may simply want them to enjoy
a stimulating cultural experience. Film is one
of our most valued art forms, and attending
the cinema allows children to experience the
“energy and excitement of being part of an
audience for other people’s presentations/
performances.” (EXA 0,1,2,4-01a and EXA 3-01b).

You can find information about Learning
Resources, CLPL sessions and details of how
to book your visit at the back of this programme
(from page 26).

CfE stresses the importance of interdisciplinary
studies and activity beyond the classroom,
and Discovery Film Festival is perfectly placed
to support this.
We all find that pupils are highly motivated and
engaged when working with film. CfE recognises
the importance of a quality learning experience
and “achieving active engagement, motivation
and depth of learning”. The shared experience
of viewing a stimulating film in a cinema
provides teachers with an excellent basis for
promoting productive discussions and engaged,
higher order thinking.
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Discovery Film Festival is indebted to the
ongoing support, commitment and enthusiasm
of our Teachers Advisory Group – Germain Julien
(Monifieth High), Gordon Mackenzie (Pitlochry
High), Ian Cameron (Blackness Primary),
Lindsey Law (Kingspark School), Lisa Welsh
(Denny High), Lynsey Dick (Clepington Primary),
Sheena Lusby (Seaview Primary) and Shona
Brownlee (Clepington Primary) together with the
1+2 PanTayside team, Virginie Bradbury, Lucie
Maupetit and Ann Melville.

What’s the most valuable thing about
Discovery Film Festival?
Teachers said:
“a warm welcome, great organisation
and quality films on offer”

“excellent resources, great stepping stone into
MIE, cultural awareness for pupils, access to films
beyond the usual Hollywood fodder”

“the wonderful opportunity for children to see
these films and to really think about the messages
being portrayed – simply and effectively”

“thank you for all the hard work from all of
your staff, the experience was flawless.
I loved it as did the children”

“the film looked excellent
(and was!) and the
DCA always provides a
high standard of experience.
It was easy to make it
happen thanks to the
systems and people
involved”

“the content of each film
with such wonderful
pre- and post-activities.
All promote rich discussions
and ‘encourage’ the children
to think more deeply”

Pupils said:
“My favourite was the chameleon eating
bugs because he was gross” (Shorts For
Middle Ones: The Common Chameleon)

“I think that’s the best film I’ve ever seen!”
(Abulele)

“Fascinating" … “tense” … “it was emotional
but in a good way” … “well produced” …
“it helped develop my understanding of how
Jewish children lived during the war and my
understanding of France’s role in the war”
(Fanny’s Journey)

“That was great. I loved the bit
when the pig stole all of the
money”… “”I can’t even pick
a favourite part because the
whole film was amazing”…
“this day is the best day ever”
(Revolting Rhymes)

“I really liked the animated
pictures in the gallery,
they looked like what I thought
another planet would look like”
(Kelly Richardson exhibition)

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Shorts for Tinies
Last year’s Shorts for Tinies events, aimed at audiences aged
under five, were all sell-out successes. Older participants
immediately asked us if we’d be doing something similar in 2018.
Well, here we are one year on and, yes, we are most definitely
offering a similar programme of films and activities for our
youngest film fans.
Taking just a few of the titles from our Shorts for Wee Ones
collection (see page 7), this fully interactive session offers not just
fantastic films but also related creative activities, all presented
in the cinema space. The 45 minute programme will mix the film
screenings with fun activities which give the audience the chance
to respond to what they have just enjoyed seeing on the big
screen.
The session will be led by a creative arts workshop
professional, and all materials will be provided. Please note
that all accompanying adults will be asked to help out with
the practicalities and take a full part in the session.
Maybe including some dancing. You have been warned.
(There are no seats at the back).
All the short films are in English or are dialogue free.
Dirs: Various
Various countries 2016-17 / 45m /
Ages up to 5 (and their older assistants)
English or dialogue free
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Screenings
Wed 24 October
Wed 31 October

10:00
10:00

For those up to the age of 5
(and their adults)
CfE Levels
Early Level
Themes
Making friends, helping each
other, sharing, doing your best,
learning by doing, looking after
other people, family roles
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

Shorts for Wee Ones

Screenings
Thu 25 October
Wed 31 October
Thu 1 November

This collection of short films that we select for some of the
youngest audiences at the festival has a life that goes on around
the year (and around the country), but it is here at DCA where
it first sees the light of day. Once again the stories we’ve chosen
come from a whole range of different countries: this year we
journey to France, the Netherlands, Germany, Sweden and
the USA.

10:00
12:45
10:00 & 11:15

Age 3+
CfE Levels
Early Level and Level 1
Themes
Making friends, helping each
other, sharing, doing your best,
finding your place, learning
by doing, looking after other
people, family roles, working
together, getting on down

There’s a penguin whose attempts to serve drinks at a birthday
party lead to utter chaos, a mystery fish who will only swim at
the surface of the sea, and a little girl who insists on moving in
to live with the animals at the zoo. A large green bird has some
difficulties with a big bell and a very frisky egg, and we learn
what happens when some dots start thinking (and eating)
outside the box. Plus – and this is an absolute first for Discovery
Film Festival – screen giant Samuel L. Jackson gives us his finest,
funkiest, flashiest Tyrannosaurus Rex in a truly jaw-dropping,
mind-boggling and foot-tapping four minutes!

Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources

All these short films are in English or are dialogue free.
These magical tales will delight children age 3+ and are a
colourful introduction to the cinema experience as well as moving
image literacy. If you’re not quite sure how these films can be
used in your classroom, come to one of our hands-on CLPL
sessions. Find out more on pages 28–29.

Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dirs: Various
Various countries 2016-17 / 45m / Age 3+
English or dialogue free

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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The Incredible Story
of the Giant Pear

Screenings
Wed 24 October
Fri 2 November

DEN UTROLIGE HISTORIE OM DEN KÆMPESTORE PÆRE

Age 6+
BBFC classification U

Our young audiences are always well acquainted with the latest
animated American blockbuster movies, so we are delighted to be
able to add to this with an equally shiny new European offering.
It may not be as recognisable as anything by Disney and Pixar,
but this fantastically fresh film from Denmark offers a world of
colourful imagination and exciting storytelling that fully deserves
its audience.
Best friends Mitcho (a cat) and Sebastian (an elephant) enjoy
peaceful, sunny days in Sunnytown until one morning they find a
bottle washed up on the beach. Inside they find a message from
the missing mayor of Sunnytown with the news that he is on a
mysterious island and has made a great discovery. Also in the
bottle is a seed, which they plant and watch grow into something
most unusual indeed. They decide to set out on a seafaring
adventure to find the island, rescue the mayor and bring him
home. One small problem is that they don’t have a boat: but they
do now have a giant pear… Could the pear prove to be just the
thing they need to help them fulfil their mission and ease their
encounters with pirates, dragons and ghosts along the way?
Classified U by the British Board of Film Classification (“suitable
for all”), there’s a giant sea serpent and a dark cloud inhabited by
peaceful ghosts, plus some nailbiting tension as our heroes dash
through a collapsing engine room. We think this film’s thrilling
escapades should engage those age 6+. Please check out our
online resource pack for more details.
Dirs: Amalie Næsby Fick, Jørgen Lerdam, Philip Einstein Lipski
Denmark 2017 / 1h19m / U
Dubbed in English
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10:00
10:00

CfE Levels
Levels 1 and 2
Themes
Friendship, sticking to the task,
doing what’s right, standing up
to injustice, working together,
being brave, not giving up,
facing the unknown
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

Belle and Sebastian, Friends for Life

Screenings
Wed 24 October
Fri 26 October

BELLE ET SÉBASTIEN 3, LE DERNIER CHAPITRE

11:30
10:00

Previous stories involving Sebastian and his beautiful Pyrenean
mountain dog Belle have proven very popular with Discovery
audiences, so we’re delighted to be able to bring the latest tale of
their very special relationship to the festival. Life in their village
perched high in the French Alps goes on, only slightly complicated
by Belle having had three adorable and very frisky puppies who
seem to need an awful lot of chasing after and gathering together.
But when Angelina (who’s a mother figure to the orphaned
Sebastian) and her boyfriend Pierre announce they are to get
married and are planning to leave the mountain, it is Sebastian
who fears the worst as he has no wish to leave behind the life he
has grown to love. But then a whole new problem arises when
a sinister stranger arrives in the village, claiming to be Belle’s
previous owner and demanding to take the dog and her puppies
away with him. It’s up to Sebastian to do whatever it takes to keep
his extended family together at all costs…

Age 8+
Advisory: mild threat,
mild bad language

This is familiar territory – not just the gorgeous snowy Alpine
locations, but also the themes of the importance of family and the
little acts of heroism required to keep folk together. Deftly directed
by Clovis Cornillac (who also plays the malevolent, suitably
black-clad Joseph) this is a terrific family adventure. Surely that
wicked man can’t be allowed to keep the freedom-loving Belle
and her pups in a cage?

Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

CfE Levels
Levels 1, 2 and 3/4
Themes
Family relationships, leaving
and saying goodbye, moving
on, difficult choices, fighting
for what’s right
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources

Dir: Clovis Cornillac
France 2017 / 1h37m / Ages 8+
French with English subtitles

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Shorts for Middle Ones
Fresh and inventive, this collection of new short films from
around the world offers something for everyone from the age
of eight and up. A mix of both live action and animation, these
films offer some very distinctive world views.
We watch relationships develop through the power of sport
(gymnastics and basketball), the paper-based genesis of a new
canine superhero and visit a chic Parisian restaurant with a
truly unique menu for its most discerning clientele. We watch
a fresh way of interpreting art in a gallery, and see how an old,
forgotten Rubik’s Cube finds a whole new audience. The dark
and dangerous realities of the deep are chillingly explored in an
ecological twist on the unseen world of the Blue Planet. Plus
there are some madcap antics in two very different films about
what happens when a pair of budgerigars suddenly discover
their freedom…
Nearly all the films are dialogue free, with a couple in English –
and one which has some brief subtitling of the original Arabic.
If you’re not quite sure how these films can be used in your
classroom, come to one of our hands-on CLPL sessions.
Find out more on pages 28-29.
Dirs: Various
Various countries 2016-17 / 60m / Age 8+
English, dialogue free or (in one film) Arabic with subtitles.

Screenings
Fri 26 October
Wed 31 October
Thu 1 November

10:00
11:15 & 12:20
12:30

Age 8+
Advisory: slapstick cartoon
violence, the hazards of
smoking, Blue Planet-esque
perils of the undersea food
chain, the undead
CfE Levels
Levels 1, 2 and 3/4
Themes
Friendship, integration, family
relationships, responsibility,
perseverance, inclusiveness,
adapting to survive, maritime
garbage, intergenerational
cooperation, pet (mis)
management
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults
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Supa Modo
A huge fan of superhero and action movies, nine-year-old Jo lives
in hospital. When her family are told that her illness is terminal
and there is nothing further that can be done for her, she returns
to her village. While her mother is very protective of her every
move, insisting she stays indoors and rests, Jo’s older sister Mwix
decides she should have the chance to fulfil her dream of being a
superhero. Convincing the whole village to help out, Mwix makes
sure that Jo’s final days are full of moments where she is called
upon to play the hero and demonstrate her superpowers. But
maybe being a real hero is a whole lot more than catching thieves
and stopping runaway trucks?
With its heartfelt belief in the power and positivity of imagination,
this is a film that finds joy in even the saddest of situations.
Demonstrating enormous strength in adversity, our young caped
crusader makes her distinctive mark in the world around her and
shows that superheroes really do come in all ages, shapes and
sizes.
Screened to great acclaim at a number of leading film festivals,
this German-Kenyan co-production was created to give African
filmmakers the chance to get their stories out to an international
audience. It may sound like a very downbeat, sad tale, but instead
it offers an uplifting insight into the hidden strengths that young
people can show, and the humour and joy that can be found in
even the darkest hour.
Dir: Likarion Wainaina
Germany / Kenya 2018 / 1h14m / Age 8+
Kikuyu, Swahili and English with English subtitles

Screenings
Tue 30 October
Thu 1 November

12:15
10:00

Age 8+
Advisory: childhood terminal
illness is central to the film.
Bereavement, some mild
language
CfE Levels
Levels 1, 2 and 3/4
Themes
Making difficult decisions,
facing the unknown, terminal
illness, making every day
count, different ways to be
supportive, finding the positive,
joyful moments, superheroism
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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5 Rupees
IDGAH
Seven-year-old Hamid lives with his grandmother in a small
village at the foot of the Himalayas. Although poor, they have a
very happy life together, and their loving relationship is the envy
of many other families in the community. Though Hamid may
not be the best student in the village school, and sometimes
struggles to make friends with the other boys in his class, life
is good. And when his grandmother promises him a whole five
rupee coin to celebrate the approaching Eid festival, Hamid is
thrilled. A travelling funfair is in the next village, and Hamid and
his classmates see a golden opportunity to celebrate the public
holiday in style. Will this small dream of his come true – and
if it does, will it come at a cost?
Based on a short story, this is a simple tale beautifully told, with
glorious cinematography and outstanding performances – one
by a first timer on screen and the other a legend of the Indian
film industry, actress Shabana Azmi. The focus on village life and
the religious rituals that come with each season offers a warm
and sympathetic vision of a community at ease with its Islamic
beliefs and practices. But its seeming simplicity is deceptive,
as the smallest of gestures and actions can have an impact on
the balance in the community and the relationships within. Full
of beauty, this film is a powerful depiction of the moments in
our younger years when true innocence was a time of hope and
happiness.
How would you choose to spend your five rupees?
Dir: Piyush Panjuani
India 2017 / 1h22m / Ages 8+
Hindi with English subtitles
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Screenings
Tue 23 October
Wed 24 October

12:00
11:45

Age 8+
Advisory: some bullying and
name-calling, a brief (and
undeserved) beating as
punishment, bereavement and
loss of parents
CfE Levels
Levels 1, 2 and 3/4
Themes
Family relationships,
community life, Islamic culture
and religious festivities, making
choices, doing the right thing,
peer pressure, the natural
world around us
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

Hero Steps

Screenings
Fri 26 October
Tue 30 October

PASOS DE HÉROE

12:00
10:00

 espite having lost a leg to a landmine during the civil conflict
D
in his native Colombia, 10-year-old Eduardo is determined not to
miss out on any opportunities that life offers. When his parents
enrol him in a nearby boarding school, he finds it difficult to fit
in at first, but his passion for football finds him at the heart of a
new soccer team, which he forms together with his new friends
who also have physical disabilities. With the support of his music
teacher and fellow student Valentina, he signs the team up to take
part in a local football tournament. But he reckons without the
expectations of the authoritarian school headteacher, Mr Lucio,
who already has plans for the school to be represented by a team
of non-disabled players. Can Eduardo and the team make it to
the competition, and if they do, can they even begin to think they
might actually win it?

Age 8+
Advisory: boys fighting, mild
bullying, discussion of losing a
limb in a landmine blast

The debut feature from Colombian writer/director Henry
Rincón, Hero Steps is a call to respect differences, to show the
importance of having dreams and also the need to work hard to
achieve them. The central character may have been the innocent
victim of a random anti-personnel mine but he is full of fight to
overcome the impact this has had on his life. With his refusal to
be pushed to one side, he is indeed taking hero steps.

Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources

Dir: Henry Rincón
Colombia 2016 / 1h31m / Ages 8+
Spanish with English subtitles

CfE Levels
Levels 1, 2 and 3/4
Themes
Tolerance and respect, the
impact of civil conflict, poverty,
striving for your dreams,
working together, fair play,
cheating to win at all costs

Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Regardez, écoutez, discutez…
Shorts for Language Practice
Now in its third year, this project – delivered in partnership with
the 1+2 PanTayside team – will once again use a selection of short
films to promote language practice and development. This year
we will be working with learners in P6/P7, with films and language
activities selected that are appropriate for the 9–11 age group.
The primary focus will again be on delivery to French learners,
though we do offer equivalent materials for students of Spanish
and German to use back in the classroom. The films will mostly
come from our Shorts for Middle Ones collection, though this year
we will also be screening one film in the target language without
subtitles in English. The films will be interspersed with practical
language tasks based on what the group has just watched. Led by
experienced Modern Language teachers currently engaged in the
1+2 scheme, this event will be a chance for your students to watch,
listen – and speak.
If you’re interested in this project, and would like to know more
about how it can be developed in your own classroom, then come
along to our linked CLPL session, where you can have a preview
of some of the films and try out a selection of the activities for
yourselves. Find out more on page 28.
Dirs: Various
Various countries 2016-17 / 1h30m / Ages 9-11
French or dialogue free
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Screenings
Tue 23 October
Thu 25 October
Tue 30 October

10:00
10:00
10:00

Ages 9-11
CfE Levels
Level 2
Themes
Family relationships, physical
and character descriptions,
art, music
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

I Am William

Screenings
Tue 23 October

JEG ER WILLIAM
William doesn’t always have the easiest life. With his mother
in hospital, he is sent to live with his Uncle Nils. The somewhat
unconventional Uncle Nils doesn’t necessarily stand out as
an ideal role model for William. He has no regular job and gets
by with some imaginative wheeler-dealering, which he boldly
describes as “import/export”. His attitudes to other people are
less than tolerant, his kitchen skills are limited and, on top of
everything, he has something of a taste for gambling. When this
gets him into serious trouble with the local gangster, it’s time for
William to step up and save Uncle Nils from himself and the sticky
situation he has got himself in. At the same time, he needs to
work out his own problems at his new school with three menacing
bullies and a growing crush on the effortlessly cool Viola…
This is a vibrant and hugely enjoyable exploration of one young
person’s journey to get a grip on the life he has been given.
Requiring perseverance, dexterity and courage, William has to
learn to step up and take control. That he does so whilst retaining
his natural charm and an almost permanent bemused look on
his face just adds to the fun. Perky, sparky and hugely enjoyable,
this is most definitely a feel-good film in which everyone learns
a thing or two about themselves. Even lovable Uncle Nils and his
somewhat outdated attitudes move forward a century or two…

10:00

Age 10+
Advisory: limited strong
language, bullying, threat of
violence, some comic sexual
references
CfE Levels
Levels 2 and 3/4
Themes
Family, tolerance, standing up
for yourself and others, facing
your fears, not backing down
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dir: Jonas Elmer
Denmark 2017 / 1h23m / Ages 10+
Danish with English subtitles

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Science Fair

Screenings

Every year the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair
(ISEF) offers thousands of young people from around the world
a stage from which to present their original scientific proposals
and inventions to a prestigious lineup of judges and fellow high
schoolers. With the added incentive of a $75,000 prize for the
winner of the best overall project, it’s like a massive Britain’s Got
Talent – but for science geeks.

Thu 25 October
Thu 1 November

Following several wannabe champions through the various stages
of their route to the 2017 finals (not all of them will make it…),
we are introduced to a broad range of characters – inspirational,
articulate, obsessive, modest, quirky – from very different
backgrounds around the world. We meet Myllena and Gabriel from
Brazil who have identified a protein capable of interfering with
the spread of Zika in the human body; German student Ivo, who
dreams of revolutionizing aeronautics, and West Virginia maths
genius Robbie, who’s obsessed with computer programming
and has to date rewired the school’s calculators to spit out
Shakespearean insults (e.g. “thou art an unwashed buttock”) and
created an algorithm to analyze all of Kanye West’s lyrics and
thereby taught a computer to rap. Kind of.

Themes
Passion, drive, achieving
your goals, not following the
herd, public speaking, the
importance of good research,
facing up to disappointment,
resilience

Winner of the first ever Audience Award at the prestigious
Sundance film festival, this is an affectionate and hugely
entertaining look at the world of the science nerd. Warm-hearted
and celebratory, these young scientists demonstrate just what
teenagers are truly capable of. Though along the way, we are
warned that “the better you are at Science Fair, the worse you are
at dancing”… Guess you can’t win at everything.
Dirs: Cristina Costantini, Darren Foster
USA 2017 / 1h30m / Ages 12+
English, German and Portuguese with English subtitles
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11:30
11:45

Age 12+
CfE Levels
Level 3/4 and Senior Phase

Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

A Bag of Marbles
UN SAC DE BILLES

Screenings
Tue 23 October
Wed 31 October

Following the huge success of Fanny’s Journey in last year’s
festival, we find ourselves in similar territory with this tale of two
young brothers who face a comparable journey to escape the
occupying forces in France during the Second World War.

Age 12+
Advisory: limited strong
language, physical violence,
wartime brutality, smoking

This heartwarming adaptation of Joseph Joffo’s enduring memoir
gives an account of the Nazi occupation through the eyes of the
two young Jewish boys. The story starts in Paris in 1941, where
Joseph and Maurice are the sons of Roman, the local barber.
At ages 10 and 12, the boys have so little understanding of the
persecution of Jews that Joseph thinks nothing of swapping his
yellow star for a bag of marbles. Despite their naiveté, Roman
knows that their best chance to escape the Nazi roundup is to flee
on their own to Vichy France, where their older brothers Albert and
Henri have found safe haven. Always one false move from tragedy,
these tenacious children survive on courage, ingenuity, and more
than a bit of cunning as they make their precarious way through
France hoping to reunite with their family. More than anything,
it’s their brotherly bond that gets them through their ordeals.
Terrific performances from newcomers Dorian Le Clech and
Batyste Fleurial Palmieri capture the mischievousness, courage
and ingenuity of the two brothers who are hapless innocents
trying to outrun the cruel machinery of war. Along the way they
will encounter threats, physical violence and betrayal and these
are all represented on screen – teachers should be aware there is
less shying away from some of the realities of the situation than
was the case with Fanny’s Journey. Our recommendation is that
the film is suitable for pupils aged 12 and older, including right
through to Senior Phase.

12:00
10:00

CfE Levels
Level 3/4 and Senior Phase
Themes
War, danger, threat, betrayal,
survival, family, sticking
together, tough choices,
determination
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dir: Christian Duguay
France 2017 / 1h50m / Ages 12+
French with English subtitles
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Journey’s End

Screenings
Fri 2 November

As we approach the end of the centenary commemorations for
the First World War, we present the latest cinematic adaptation
of R.C. Sherriff’s 1928 play Journey’s End, which remains, even
90 years on, a poignant, deeply affecting and intimate portrait
of the bonds between soldiers in war.

Age 12+
(BBFC classification 12A)
Advisory: moderate violence,
infrequent strong language

Barely out of school, a nervous but excited Raleigh (Asa
Butterfield) arrives at the front in March 1918. A state of
stalemate has existed for months, although a fresh German
offensive is expected imminently. Battle-hardened veterans like
Osborne (Paul Bettany) and Trotter (Stephen Graham) tolerate
the young man’s naive enthusiasm, offering advice and guidance,
while cook Mason (Toby Jones) tries his best to make the new
arrival welcome. But Raleigh’s cheerful presence is deeply
unsettling for his former schoolmate, now commanding officer,
Stanhope (Sam Claflin); a man damaged by war, dependent on
whisky and barely keeping things together as he prepares to
lead his men to death or glory.
Director Saul Dibb and screenwriter Simon Reade draw our
attention to the everyday details of the claustrophobia of the
trenches, building texture though sound design, bringing to life
a world where death is a constant threat. The humour and loyalty
with which these men go on, trying to survive the situation,
shines through and makes the final moments all the more
devastating when they come. As a description, ‘quality British
drama’ often gets glibly attached to television drama these days,
but Journey’s End is a wonderful example of what that phrase
truly means.
Dir: Saul Dibb
UK 2017 / 1h48m / 12A
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10:00

CfE Levels
Level 3/4 and Senior Phase
Themes
War, life in the trenches,
honour, doing your duty, dulce
et decorum est pro patria mori
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults
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NIÑAS ARAÑA

Screenings
Fri 26 October
Fri 2 November

DISCOVERY

Spider Thieves

11:30
12:00

Driven by a desire to have all the cool and trendy stuff they see
advertised in TV commercials and department stores, three
Chilean teenage girls from a Santiago shanty town set in motion
a plan to climb buildings and plunder expensive apartments.
Word spreads and soon enough they became the notorious
‘spider thieves’, but the impact of the nation’s interest begins
to change their friendship and family relationships.

Age 15+
Advisory: Sex and sexual
references, strong language,
breaking the law

Inspired by actual events, this teenage thriller is a unique social
commentary on dreams, class, and unfulfilled expectations
in contemporary Chile. The director, Guillermo Hela, is very
clear that this is not a film about delinquency, but that he sees
their climbing as a metaphor for social mobility. “It’s neither
a biopic, nor a documentary. It is a story about friendship,
disappointments, dreams, adventure, vertigo, companionship,
and the ingenuity of these young girls, who at heart only sought
to enjoy the things they could never have. Three teenagers who
wanted to change their destiny”. If ever there were to be an
English language remake, it could be a perfect vehicle for
Ken Loach (Kes, Sweet Sixteen, I, Daniel Blake).

Themes
Friendship, growing up, peer
pressure, dysfunctional
family life, teen rivalry, media
representations, rich and poor,
life in a shanty town, petty
crime, taking risks, doing what
it takes to survive

Our Young Ambassadors said: “Enjoyable … a well-structured
narrative … full of character … the comedic moments
contrasted the bleak circumstances … interesting plot and
characters … nice use of cinematography/colour to contrast
between the shanty town and the luxury apartments … the
soundtrack fitted well”

CfE Level
Senior Phase

Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dir: Guillermo Helo
Chile 2017 / 1h34m / Age 15+
Spanish with English subtitles
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Orchestra Class
LA MÉLODIE
Hugely talented but out of work, classically-trained violinist
Simon finds himself forced to take a teaching job at an
inner-city school in Paris. There he meets Arnold, who’s painfully
shy but demonstrates not only a natural musical talent but also
the drive to succeed. Refreshed by Arnold’s commitment and the
raw energy of his classmates, Simon rediscovers his enthusiasm
for life and his passion for the music he creates. But will the young
orchestra class be able to master the musical skills required for an
end-of-year performance at the prestigious Paris Philharmonic?
It’s a familiar tale, but this story lights up as a result of the terrific
acting from its hugely talented youthful cast (with French comic
actor Kad Merad playing against his usual type as the rather
dour Simon). It’s also refreshing to see the families resident in
the working class Parisian suburbs presented differently to many
films, avoiding the often overused images of unemployment,
violence and hopelessness. This far more positive film spotlights
a community that pulls together to support their children’s hopes
and dreams, and to increase their access to the world of musical
and artistic expression.
We have proposed a minimum age of 15+ as a result of the ‘raw
energy’ of the students often expressing itself through strong
language and sexual references in their teasing of each other.
Our Young Ambassadors said: “Very engaging … a heartwarming
film that hits all the right notes … great chemistry between
the actors … a familiar plot but still enjoyable … very natural
performances … (spoiler alert!) it was nice that in being a
French film it didn’t have a tragic ending”
Dir: Rachid Hami
France 2017 / 1h42m / Age 15+
French with English subtitles
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Screenings
Thu 25 October
Tue 30 October

12:00
12:00

Age 15+
Advisory: Some strong
language and sexual
references, one brief violent
outburst
CfE Levels
Senior Phase
Themes
Friendships, family
relationships, learning new
skills, perseverance, practice
makes perfect, taking action,
supporting each other’s
dreams, opening doors to new
experiences
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults
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Screenings
Fri 2 November

Teenager Ulysses is in a difficult place. Following the death of
his father, conservative church warden Aunt Rose has just moved
into the household to help his overworked mother with family
responsibilities. These include keeping Ulysses and his younger
brother firmly in line – which causes particular friction as Ulysses
takes his first tentative steps towards exploring his sexuality,
struggling with gender confusion. Secretly crossdressing, bullied
at school and with no understanding at home, he creates for
himself a musical fantasy world in which he dreams of tolerance
and acceptance. Driven from the house, Ulysses meets a glittering
community of gay and transgender teens and their welcoming
‘Saturday Church’, who encourage him to be who he wants to be.
However, his homelessness also means he has to fend for himself
on the streets of Manhattan, where some harsh lessons are about
to be learned.
This is a soulful and ultimately life-affirming exploration of
teenage gay and transgender identity, presented in musical form.
With gay and trans characters of colour centre-stage throughout,
this examination of the intolerance many young people face as
they struggle to find their place in the world gives a new and
important face to representations of teenage development.
At times poignant, at times defiant, this is a vibrant call for
compassion and acceptance that perfectly captures one positive
experience in the ongoing battle for social change.
Our Young Ambassadors said: “Beautiful … moving … awesome
… I wanted more … loved the found family aspect … feels like
all the films I’ve see about gender expression are about white
people so to see a film about a community of people of colour
was great … the musical and dance sequences keep everything
fresh … Moonlight meets The Greatest Showman”

DISCOVERY

Saturday Church

12:15

Age 15+
Advisory: Sex and sexual
references, language,
name calling and bullying,
homophobia, petty thieving,
recreational drug use, the
threat of violence, sexual
exploitation
CfE Levels
Senior Phase
Themes
Friendships, family
relationships, responsibility,
finding your place in the world,
fitting in, found family, the
importance of community,
taking action, masculinity,
gender politics
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

Dir: Damon Cardasis
USA 2017 / 1h23m / Age 15+

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Discovery Media Studies Study Day

This year we will once again offer a day
of behind-the-scenes access in the film
industry, and are planning a day of
film-related activity for students
currently studying film and/or media
at upper secondary level.
We will build the day around two film screenings,
specially chosen for their relevance to some of
the key issues affecting the film industry.
Exact content is still being negotiated,
dependent as we are on industry figures with
their ever-changing diary demands. As we speak
we are working on a look at film adaptations of
comic books, with a screening of an American
feature animation developed from original
comic book content, introduced by specialists
in the field of comic studies. Later in the day
we hope to offer a special preview screening
of a Scottish-made Christmas-themed zombie
musical… and welcome some of the production
team to introduce their film and then take part
in a post-screening Q&A.

22
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Tue 6 November
9:30 – 15:30
Age 15+
CfE Levels		
Senior Phase
Tickets
• £9 for pupils
• Free for supporting adults

For up-to-the-minute details about this
year’s Study Day programme, please
contact mike.tait@dca.org.uk.
Please note that because of the extended
length of this event, tickets will cost £9
per student (accompanying adults free)
and we will be unable to assist with
transport to and from this event.

Discovery Modern Languages Study Morning

New for 2018, and building on our
partnership with 1+2 PanTayside, we are
pleased to introduce a new strand of activity
for upper secondary students of French,
based on feature-length films in the
target language.
Built around a screening of one of the festival
films – Rachid Hami’s La mélodie (Orchestra
Class) (see page 20) – the morning will include
a pre-screening introduction to the film, a full
subtitled presentation of the feature and then
(after a short break) an opportunity to engage
in some practical French language activities
related to the issues raised in the film.
Usually with films presented during the festival
we very much hope that teachers will have used
the pre-screening activities in the educational
resource pack with their students before they
travel to DCA. For this event, we would prefer
teachers not to prepare their students with any
materials related to the specific film, so that the
pre-screening introduction activity will engage
students who have no prior knowledge of the
film they are about to see.

Wed 7 November
9:30 – 12:45		
Age 15+
CfE Levels		
Senior Phase
Tickets
• £6 for pupils
• Free for supporting adults

Please note that because of the extended
length of this event, tickets will cost £6
per student (accompanying adults free)
and we will be unable to assist with
transport to and from this study morning.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Mary Shelley
Presented in conjunction with the Being Human Festival, this
latest film from Saudi Arabian director Haifaa al-Mansour
celebrates and champions a rebellious woman fighting to make
her presence felt. This historical costume drama about Mary
Shelley, focusing on the young life of the famous Frankenstein
writer, spotlights the origins of her drive and passion that led to
the publication of one of the greatest of gothic horror novels.
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin (Elle Fanning) is an unusually mature
and poised 16-year-old. Drawn to ghost stories and graveyards,
she has a passion for reading and a desire to write her own
works. When she meets the radical poet Percy Bysshe Shelley
(Douglas Booth), she becomes convinced she’s met her soulmate.
Defying the disapproval of her father William (Stephen Dillane),
the youthful Mary leaves home to be with Shelley, accompanied
by her boldly flirtatious stepsister Claire (Bel Powley) who soon
endears herself to the mad, bad Lord Byron (Tom Sturridge).
Deeply affected by the death of her mother, Mary’s fascination
with the possibility of re-animating life and her sense of
loneliness and abandonment feed into the construction of
Frankenstein’s famous, plaintive creature.
While contemporary resonances with Shelley’s story of a woman
trying to be taken seriously in a man’s world are clear, there is
also much period detail to enjoy on display. Atmospheric and
brooding, Mary Shelley is ultimately the story of a young woman
finding her voice and asserting her independence.
Dir: Haifaa al-Mansour
Ireland / UK / Luxembourg / USA 2017 / 2h / 12A
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Screenings
Fri 16 November

10:00

Age 12+
Advisory: moderate sex,
sex references, drug misuse
CfE Levels
Level 3/4 and Senior Phase
Themes
Personal relationships, family
values, societal expectations,
gender roles, individual
expression, determination
and drive, the writing process
Online Resources
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/
resources
Tickets
• £6 for pupils using festival
transport
• £4 for pupils travelling
independently
• Free for supporting adults

This event is sponsored by Being Human,
a festival of the humanities.
For more information,
visit www.beinghumanfestival.org.

Opportunities for Teenage Film Fans

Discovery Young Ambassadors
If you have students who are passionate
about film and looking for a way into the
arts sector, Discovery Film Festival is always
looking for film fans aged 15–19 to join its
team of Young Ambassadors.
Meeting weekly between February and June,
and then again in the run-up to the festival in
late October, the group plans all elements of
the festival: choosing the films, writing for the
brochure, marketing the screenings and
coming up with ideas for events and activities.
During the festival the Young Ambassadors
will be introducing the films, helping out with
public events and even interviewing
filmmakers about their work.
No experience is necessary, but a willingness
to engage with a broad range of film is a must.
Anyone interested in joining should email
mike.tait@dca.org.uk for more details.

“I’ve met new people through DYAs,
included it on the numerous applications
that have been completed recently,
seen lots of fascinating films I would
never have watched of my own accord,
been given an insight into marketing
films and got involved making the wee
ident too! It’s definitely broadened my
perspective on filmmaking and has been
an influence in the decision to go after
a career in something cinematography/
editing related.” – Molly, former Young
Ambassador
“Just go for it – you've got nothing to lose
and I can guarantee you'll come out of it
with a wider love for film and being glad
that you took part” — Robyn, former Young
Ambassador

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Discovery Exhibitions 2018
Make the most of your visit to Discovery by exploring our new exhibitions.
You can book a free visit to the galleries – including a guided tour and activities
– in addition to your cinema visit: see page 25 for more information.

Mike Kelley: Mobile Homestead
Sat 8 September
— Sun 25 November

Santiago Sierra: Black Flag
Sat 8 September
— Sun 25 November

This exhibition is the Scottish premiere of
Mike Kelley’s remarkable Mobile Homestead
film trilogy, made between 2010 and 2011 in
the artist’s hometown of Detroit.

This exhibition is the UK premiere of Spanish
artist Santiago Sierra’s most ambitious
undertaking to date, and the artist’s first
exhibition in Scotland. It takes the form of an
immersive photographic and sound installation
documenting the process of planting the
universal symbol of the anarchist movement
– the black flag – at the two most extreme points
on earth: the North and South Poles.

On 25 September 2010, Kelley’s Mobile
Homestead – a copy of his childhood home
constructed on the back of a trailer – made
its maiden voyage from the grounds of The
Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit to his
original home in the suburbs of the city.
Two of the films chart the homestead’s journey
along one particular street, Michigan Avenue,
reversing the historic ‘white flight’ movement
of people that occurred in the mid-1960s in
Detroit. The third film work in the trilogy follows
the ‘christening’ and launch of the work as
a permanent fixture back at the museum in
Detroit, where it still stands today.
We are thrilled to be presenting this work at
DCA in partnership with Artangel and the Mike
Kelley Foundation, at a time when we as citizens
of Dundee and Tayside are looking to the future
of our own city and the promise it holds.
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On 14 April 2015, Santiago Sierra completed the
first part of Black Flag at the geographic North
Pole, latitude 90º N. Eight months later, on 14
December 2015 – exactly 104 years after Roald
Amundsen's successful Norwegian expedition to
the South Pole and the tragedy of Robert Falcon
Scott’s failed attempt – the final instalment of
Black Flag was completed. The flag was planted
and documented at the geographic South Pole,
latitude 90º S. The expeditions to both poles
were documented with photographs and sound
recordings. The flags were both left in situ.
Black Flag is a collaboration between Santiago
Sierra Studio and a/political with special
thanks to Lutz Henke. a/political is a nonprofit
organisation, collaborating with artists who work
within a socio-political framework.

Extending your class experience

A visit to Discovery Film Festival may be your only school visit in the year,
so if you would like to maximise the impact for your class we may be able
to help you extend your visit in the following ways:
A workshop linked to your film
Exploring key aspects of the film like characters,
setting, story and camera shots supported by BFI
Film Education framework and teacher resources.
A workshop about animation
Using our iPads to create Norman
McLaren-inspired stop motion scenes,
and exploring Victorian zoetropes.
A workshop about Shorts for Wee Ones
or Middle Ones
A creative making session based on
characters, sound and/or colour.
A gallery visit
Choose from a workshop on the symbolism of
flags or a 'Visual Detectives' looking, talking and
critical skills session (pitched to your age group).

Numbers
Our spaces are limited so we can take only one
group before film screenings in the morning and
one group after a 10:00 screening. Numbers of
pupils that we can manage at any one time are
limited to one class (max 32) plus supporting
adults and class teachers. Do get in touch
with any questions or see us in person at the
Teachers’ Preview.

Spaces to eat lunch
Spaces for groups to simply eat snacks or lunch
are available on a limited basis. Please contact
a member of the Learning Team once you have
had your film visit confirmed if you would like to
request a lunch space.

Please contact a member of the Learning team on 01382 432 473 or at learning@dca.org.uk
once you have had your film visit confirmed if you would like to request a class experience
like these and we can help you to plan an extended visit.

discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Professional Development Opportunities (CLPL) for Teachers

Discovery Film Festival offers a range of practical, tried and tested CLPL
opportunities throughout the year. We try to offer these free of charge or
at a subsidised rate, and all activity includes light refreshments.

Discovery Film Festival
Teachers’ Preview
Wed 22 August,
16:15 (for a 16:30 start) – 18:00.
(All Levels)
Free. Places are limited so please book now
by emailing mike.tait@dca.org.uk
Get inspired and plan your visit to Discovery Film
Festival 2018 with this great annual event. Watch
trailers of films in the programme for each age range,
get a sneak peek of this year’s exhibitions featuring
the work of Mike Kelley and Santiago Sierra, view
education resources, chat to the teachers who have
created them and gain access to priority booking
for your school.

Regardez, écoutez, discutez:
Shorts for Language Practice
Thu 6 September, 16:00 – 18:00
(P6/7)
Free, but please book in advance by emailing
mike.tait@dca.org.uk.
For anyone interested in, or planning to attend,
our Regardez, écoutez, discutez screenings
(see page 13), here is a chance for a sneak preview
and taster session, led by the staff who will be
delivering the screenings during the festival.
Try out your French, and maybe German and
Spanish too. Bienvenue à Discovery!
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Shorts for Tinies:
film as a stimulus
for Early Years
activity

iPads for animation:
useful and practical routes
into simple film making
for the classroom

Thu 20 September,
16:00 – 18:00
£10 (we can invoice your
school/nursery with a
PO number)

Wednesdays from 23 January
(five sessions), 16:00 – 18:00
Suitable for teachers at any level
£60 for all five sessions, including supporting
resource (we can invoice your school with a
PO number)

Join us for some sharing of our
Shorts for Tinies programme,
where watching is combined
with getting up and moving
about in the cinema for
drama, movement, literacy and
expressive art activity. We will
be viewing short films from
around the world to have fun
and get inspired.

An energising short course that will give you
the basics to develop a group story, storyboard
and structure, before designing and shooting,
with an element of sound recording and editing.
Sounds ambitious! Join us for sharing of work
achieved and evaluation by teachers in CLPL and
classroom projects. There are a number of great
free resources to use; you can use our elderly
iPads or bring whatever device you have.

Literacy in focus:
interactive ways of
working through and
with film for literacy
in the classroom
Tue 11 & 25 September, 16:00 – 18:00
Suitable for Primary teachers
£20 for both sessions (we can also invoice
your school/nursery with a PO number)
A practical, hands-on session delivered by
a classroom teacher and backed up with
resources written by and for teachers with
input from the British Film Institute that will
give you a starter framework for analysing
film (the three Cs and three Ss) and lots of
engaging activity to try with your class.
We will focus on short films and a trailer
to run through a handy ‘screen detectives’
approach, explore writing for different
purposes, listening, prediction and reviewing…
you can take it away and use in class the
next day.
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Important Information

Age Recommendations
We screen brand new international films,
which means that most of them haven’t yet
been given official BBFC classification. We take
great care in considering what age groups might
best enjoy each film and whether the content is
suitable. Our free to download resource packs
(available at discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk) contain
information about any issues or content for you
to consider before booking so that you can make
an informed decision for your particular class.
Please make sure you read this information
before booking. If you have any remaining
doubts or concerns, then please contact
mike.tait@dca.org.uk for an individual
discussion of the film’s content.
Learning Resources
Curriculum for Excellence-relevant learning
resources are available to support many
of the films in the programme. These
are free and available to download from
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/resources.
We would be delighted to see any pupils’
work resulting from your visit. Email us at
mike.tait@dca.org.uk
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Subtitles
We have noted where a film is in a foreign
language and is subtitled in English. We
encourage those able to read to enjoy the
subtitles and find this to be possible for the
majority of children aged 8+. We can also
offer subtitle reading at DCA for other films via
infrared headphones. This must be requested
when booking and we will aim to accommodate
wherever possible. For individual students
who are likely to have difficulties, we would
encourage schools to take advantage of free
tickets for adult support, and plan seating
arrangements accordingly.
In-cinema behaviour
Feedback from the festival in 2017 – from both
teachers and pupils – contained more than a
few references to behaviour in the auditorium
during film screenings. Some of these were food
related, about the noise of rustling and eating
popcorn, sweets, crisps and so on. Whilst we
understand many groups (particularly those who
have travelled some distance) will be bringing
their own drinks and snacks for during the film,
we hope that this will not become a nuisance
to other audience members. Comments were
also made about pupils chatting and calling out
during the films, disrupting and spoiling
the experience for other people. We would hope
that all festival attendees would understand
the cinema experience is a shared one, and
that they should behave with consideration
for others at all times. It’s important that we
all work together to ensure that all audience
members get the best experience possible.

Booking Your Cinema Visit

Tickets are £6 for pupils and free for
supporting adults for groups using
transport arranged through the festival.
Tickets are £4 for pupils and free for
supporting adults for groups travelling
independently.
Please note that once bookings have been
made they can only be adjusted before
Wed 26 September. Once we have passed that
date, changes or cancellations can no longer
be made and Dundee City Council will issue
invoices accordingly. If this is a cause for
concern, please discuss it with us BEFORE
you make your booking.
Travel to and from the festival will once again be
provided by our transport partner Fishers Tours.
Please note that as transport costs continue to
rise, there may be restrictions for some smaller
class sizes or longer travel times. We will discuss
these with you on an individual basis at the time
of your booking. Please make it clear when you
make your booking whether you want to arrange
bus transport through us or not.
We are open for school bookings from 11:00 on
Thu 23 August until Fri 2 November (with priority
booking at our Teachers' Preview; see page 26
for details). Please book early as many films sell
out. To be certain of our assistance with your
travel arrangements please book before
Wed 26 September.

What you need
to book:
• The film you wish to see and your
preferred screening: date and time
• The number of pupils and the number
of teachers/adults attending
• The year group/ages of the pupils
attending
• Your school name, address and
contact number
• Email address. You will need an
email address to book and receive
your confirmation and bus booking
reference number. Please check
the email address you are providing
is correct. We would prefer to have an
email address for the staff member
who is organising the trip AND the
generic school office email address
• Details of any special requirements
(e.g. access issues, subtitle reading)
• Whether you will need a bus

Book now on 01382 432 444
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Booking Your Bus

Wherever possible, bus travel to Discovery
Film Festival screenings in Dundee will be
free to schools in Fife, Perthshire, Dundee
and Angus as long as you book before
Wed 26 September.
1. Make a Discovery booking
Make your Discovery Film Festival booking
via DCA Box Office on 01382 432 444. Please
ensure that you give correct and working email
addresses.
2. Receive your confirmation
You will receive an e-mail confirmation of
your Discovery Film Festival booking within
a week (and before Wed 26 September).
This will contain your bus booking reference
number if you have requested one. You will
not be able to book your bus until you have
received this number.

This service has been
made possible through
the partnership between
DCA and Fishers Tours.
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3. Reserve your bus
Reserve your bus before Wed 26 September
by calling Fishers Tours on 01382 461 999, using
the bus booking reference number from your
DCA confirmation email. Fishers Tours will send
you details of your bus pick-up and drop-off
times. Subsequent travel enquiries, including
on the day of travel, should be communicated
directly with Fishers Tours.
N.B. Each Discovery booking will have a separate code.
If you are booking for more than one film, you will
receive a different code for each. Please ensure that
you reserve the buses for each visit and all pupils.

4. No email confirmation or bus booking
reference?
If you have not received an email confirmation
from us containing your bus booking reference
please call DCA on 01382 432 444.
5. Final checks
Discovery Film Festival and DCA are not
responsible for booking your bus transport.
You must ensure you have received a
confirmation email and bus booking reference
number from DCA and reserve your free travel
directly with Fishers Tours for each visit.

Wheelchairs
Unfortunately, Fishers Tours are unable to
offer wheelchair accessible buses. DCA can
arrange alternative travel for wheelchair users if
required. Please contact Michael Coull, Cinema
Coordinator at DCA, on 01382 432 497 or at
michael.coull@dca.org.uk when booking your
film and we will work with you to find the best
solution.
Seatbelts
Seatbelts are provided on all Fishers Tours
buses as standard.
Restrictions
Group size may have an impact on the
availability of transport to and from DCA. For
bookings for small groups of fewer than 20
pupils, we will discuss travel assistance on an
individual basis.

Site visits
If you have any students for whom a first visit
to the cinema at DCA might be a daunting
prospect, we are happy to arrange a pre-visit.
This will give them the chance to experience the
auditorium and meet some of the staff they will
be seeing on the day. To find out about arranging
such a visit please contact Michael Coull,
Cinema Coordinator at DCA, on 01382 432 497
or at michael.coull@dca.org.uk.
Selected Discovery screenings will also take
place at venues across Scotland. Contact
mike.tait@dca.org.uk if you are interested in
learning more.

Discovery Film Festival is a DCA project.
Dundee Contemporary Arts
152 Nethergate
Dundee, DD1 4DY
01382 432 444
dca.org.uk | discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
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Discovery Public Programme 2018

In addition to our schools programme, Discovery Film Festival
offers three packed weekends of public film screenings for
families and young people, together with creative workshops
and children’s activities across DCA.
This year there will be more chances to see
films including Supa Modo, 5 Rupees and
Hero Steps, as well as the ever-popular
shorts packages. Films will be accompanied
by a wide range of practical workshops in
our Activity Room, so be sure to check out
the full programme.
Don’t forget to visit
discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk
from Mon 24 September
for full details.
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Discovery Student Special
If your class sees a film in the schools
programme and any of them would like
to return for a weekend film from the
Discovery public programme, they can buy
tickets at the (extremely) special rate of £1
per ticket! These tickets are only valid for
the weekend screenings of festival films,
and are available to teachers and students
from the Box Office on demand by quoting
‘Discovery Schools Special’. Alternatively,
bookings can be made online using the
special discount code DSS2018.

Discovery For Schools Throughout The Year

We offer discounted ticket prices to school groups for films
screened in our regular cinema programme. Over the coming
months we will be showing, amongst many other titles,
big screen treats including Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes Of
Grindelwald; Ralph Breaks The Internet: Wreck-It Ralph 2;
Spider-Man: Into The Spider-Verse and Mary Poppins Returns.
Last year we had around 750 students
attending screenings related to their areas
of study. These included students of history
coming to see Churchill and Darkest Hour,
art students watching Loving Vincent and
McQueen and a literacy event in conjunction
with Into Film built around The Gruffalo and
The Gruffalo's Child.
In addition we held specially arranged
screenings in response to school requests of
The Mighty Ducks and Hugo.
We’re also able to host school groups looking for
specific industry-related input for their course of
study. Earlier this year we welcomed a group of
students from George Heriot’s in Edinburgh for a
workshop on the role of independent cinemas in

the national film exhibition landscape.
Looking at film distribution, cinema
programming, audience development and
independent cinema vs the multiplex, they
also watched a screening of Steven Spielberg’s
The Post on which to apply their knowledge.
Contact us via mike.tait@dca.org.uk if you
would like to discuss what would be of
interest and value for your students.
Our Galleries are open all year round with a
variety of extraordinary exhibitions, each of
which can stimulate higher order thinking
and critical skills in line with CfE demands
(see pages 22–23 for details). Get in touch on
01382 432 473 to discuss booking a visit or
how we can work together on a tour or creative
skills workshop tailored to your interests.

If our public screening times don’t fit your timetable, please get in touch via
mike.tait@dca.org.uk to discuss the possibility of a special viewing for your class.
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SCHOOLS PROGRAMME

